At a Glance

Your fit for modern commercial installations.
Aesthetics

The glazed door gives great aesthetics, especially in applications where the distribution board may be sited in public areas. This also allows unskilled people to check the status of devices through a locked door.

Metering

Type B Distribution boards are available with split busbar stacks allowing single, dual or triple grouping of loads. A number of metering options provide a scalable solution to energy monitoring. Dual channel meters provide separate monitoring of power and lighting loads. A metered three section board is also available to provide separate monitoring of power, lighting & mechanical service loads.

Trunking Entry

A unique trunking entry obround system for top and bottom entry enables quick fitting to trunking and without the extra cost in time and materials. The edge is curved, ready to bring cables in without the need to protect against sharp edges.

Shrouded Neutral Bar

Clear shrouded neutral bar to IP2X allows the contractor to install cables without removing the shroud, ensuring safe and easy installation.